Abstract: While melanoma remains a challenge for oncologists, possibilities are being continuously explored to fight resistant metastatic melanoma more effectively. Eugenol is reported to inhibit survivin protein in breast cancer cells. Survivin is also overexpressed by melanoma cells, and is known to impart resistance to them against chemotherapy-induced apoptosis. To be able to fight resistant melanoma, we formulated hyaluronic acid (HA)-coated liposomes loaded with an effective combination of anti-melanoma agents (Dacarbazine and Eugenol), using a solvent injection method. Quality-by-Design (QbD) was applied to optimize and obtain a final formulation with the desired quality attributes, and within an acceptable size range. The optimized formulation was then subjected to performance analysis in cell lines. Coated-Dacarbazine Eugenol Liposomes were found to possess 95.08% cytotoxicity at a dacarbazine concentration of 0.5 µg/mL, while Dacarbazine Solution showed only 10.20% cytotoxicity at the same concentration. The number of late apoptotic cells was also found to be much higher (45.16% vs. 8.43%). Furthermore, migration assay and proliferation study also revealed significantly higher inhibition of cell migration and proliferation by Coated-Dacarbazine Eugenol Liposomes, signifying its potential against metastasis. Thus, surface-functionalized dacarbazine-and eugenol-loaded liposomes hold great promise against resistant and aggressive metastatic melanoma, with much less unwanted cytotoxicity and reduced doses of the chemotherapeutic agent.
Introduction
Melanocytes, while, on the one hand, protecting the skin from harmful ultraviolet radiation in their normal state, form one of the deadliest cancers when undergoing malignant growth on the other. 
Optimization of Formulation: Quality-by-Design (QbD)
To synthesize the dual loaded liposomes with optimum parameters, Central Composite Design (CCD) was chosen and applied using Design Expert ® version 11.0.0 by Stat-Ease, Inc. (Suite 480, Minneapolis, MN, USA). (CCD) was selected for the optimization of the formulation because it generates a greater number of runs as compared to other designs in the Design Expert software [27] . Since the formulation had to be loaded with two drugs and specific characteristics were desired, the central composite design was applied at two levels.
Each variable was set at low (−1) and high (1) levels. The software itself took a middle value (0) also, and generated combinations with three different values, −1 (low), 0 (medium) and +1 (high). 
Each variable was set at low (−1) and high (1) levels. The software itself took a middle value (0) also, and generated combinations with three different values, −1 (low), 0 (medium) and +1 (high). Critical quality attributes (CQAs) are the quality aspects of the final product which are critical for its performance, and are to be optimized. In the present study, particle size and entrapment efficiency were selected as CQAs for initial risk assessment. Critical material attributes (CMAs) and critical process parameters (CPPs) are the material and process variables, respectively, that are expected to affect and alter the quality (CQAs) of the final formulation.
According to the literature surveyed and results of the preliminary experiments, various CMAs and CPPs were identified, namely:
CMAs: Lipid concentration, Drug concentration, Lipid: Cholesterol CPPs: Water: Ethanol, Stirring speed, Stirring time
The effect of all these CMAs and CPPs was assessed to identify the intensity of their impact, and the appropriate range of each variable. The conclusions are summarized in Table 1 . 
Design of the Experiment
The first level design of experiment (DOE) was applied first to optimize single drug (dacarbazine)-loaded liposomes to select the optimum lipid concentration and waterethanol ratio to synthesize liposomes with minimum size and good entrapment of the base drug, i.e., dacarbazine.
As stated in Table 2 , three independent variables (denoted as Factors) were selected. Factor 1 was Lipid concentration (mg/mL), i.e., amount of lipid to be taken and dissolved in ethanol. Low level (−1) was fixed at 10 mg/mL, and high level (+1) was fixed at 30 mg/mL. Factor 2 was the water:ethanol ratio, with a low-level value of 3 (−1), and a high-level value of 5 (+1). Factor 3 was the drug concentration, i.e., the amount of dacarbazine that needs to be dissolved in water. The values selected for this drug concentration were 1 mg/mL (low level, −1) and 3 mg/mL (high level, +1). Two dependent variables (final characteristics of the formulation, denoted as Responses) were selected, which were the main criteria for the suitability of the formulations. Response 1 was size, and response 2 was entrapment efficiency of the dacarbazine.
The lipid:cholesterol ratio, stirring speed and stirring time were taken as fixed variables. By preliminary analysis of factors affecting the formulation outcomes, stirring time and stirring speed were fixed at 60 min and 1000 rpm respectively, as it was found that these values produced optimum results. The lipid:cholesterol ratio was also fixed at 2, in accordance with the results obtained in the preliminary studies. In addition to the variables fixed previously, lipid concentration and water:ethanol ratio were also fixed in the second level CCD. The values of these two factors were fixed at the optimum values as suggested by the first level CCD. All values are summarized in Table 3 . 
Design of Experiment
Second level DOE was applied to determine the right concentration of both of the drugs to be taken in order to produce liposomes with the minimum size and a maximum ratio of entrapped eugenol to entrapped dacarbazine (Eugenol:Dacarbazine). Two independent variables (factors) were selected; Factor 1 was a concentration of dacarbazine, and Factor 2 was the concentration of eugenol.
The fixed values of Factor 1 and Factor 2 are shown in Table 3 .
Three-dimensional response surface plots were obtained using the software to illustrate the effect of selected factors (independent variables) on the responses (dependent variables). Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was applied to the obtained responses. The equations for each independent variable were generated by using the values of its coefficients.
The values of responses obtained were fitted into different models, namely, linear, two-factor interaction (2F1), quadratic and cubic models. Based on the data obtained from the lack of fit tests and model summary statistics, a suitable model was selected and applied. Constraints were applied on dependent variables, and optimized formulation with the highest desirability factor was selected using the numerical technique.
Surface Functionalization
To actively target the liposomes to cancer cells, the surface of optimized dual loaded liposomes was coated with hyaluronic acid (HA), which has a particular affinity for CD44 receptors that are overexpressed by most of the cancer cell lines. HA is anionic due to the presence of carboxyl groups, and to employ the ionic interaction method for coating, the liposomes had to have a cationic surface. The liposomes prepared using Lipoid S100 were anionic, and had a negative surface charge as revealed by zeta potential studies. So, to make cationic liposomes, CTAB (cetyl tetra ammonium bromide) was used. Briefly, 10 mg of CTAB was dissolved along with lipid, cholesterol, and eugenol in the ethanol. This ethanolic phase was added to an aqueous phase containing dacarbazine under stirring. The ethanol was later evaporated to obtain drugs-loaded cationic liposomes.
Separately, HA solutions of four different concentrations (0.005%, 0.01%, 0.05%, 0.1%) were prepared by dissolving certain quantities of HA in water, and stirring for 60 min. To coat the HA on liposomes, 10 mL of optimized cationic liposomal suspension was added into 5 mL of the HA solution. The addition was done under stirring, and stirring was continued for four hours [28] .
Particle Size, Size Distribution, and Zeta Potential
Blank liposomes, dual loaded liposomes, and dual loaded surface-coated liposomes were scanned for the said parameters. The mean particle size, poly dispersity index (PDI) and zeta potential of the different liposomes were determined by dynamic light scattering using a particle size analyzer (Delsa™ Nano C, Beckman Coulter Counter, Brea, CA, USA). The liposomal suspension was diluted ten times using deionized water, and this diluted suspension was put into the particle size analyzer to obtain the results [29] .
Electron Microscopy
To confirm the size of the liposomes and ascertain the successful coating on the surface, electron microscopic analysis was performed. For Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), the sample was coated with gold, and then kept in the sampling unit as a thin film. The photographs were taken at different magnifications using a Scanning Electron Microscope (Jeol, Tokyo, Japan) [30] . For Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM), a drop of this sample was deposited onto a copper grid coated with fomvar. The grid was then immersed in one drop of 2% phosphotungstic acid for 20 s and then was allowed to dry. The grid was finally observed under Transmission Electron Microscopy (Tecnai, G20, FEI, Eindoven, The Netherlands).
Drug Loading and Entrapment Efficiency
To determine the loading of drugs in the synthesized liposomes, the liposomal suspension was centrifuged at 36,000 rpm (Beckman Coulter, Optima™ L-100K, London, United Kingdom) to remove the unentrapped drugs. The supernatant which contained unentrapped drugs was separated, and the pellets of liposomes were dissolved in ethanol. Ethanol, which could dissolve the lipid as well as both drugs, was a suitable solvent for the determination of drug loading. Since a simultaneous loading of two drugs was to be determined, a novel UV absorptivity method (Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan) for simultaneous determination of the drugs, was developed by the authors. The ethanolic solution of drugs-loaded liposomes was suitably diluted, and its absorbance was measured at λ (1) and (2) which were generated by the absorptivity method. (2) After solving the simultaneous equations, amount of dacarbazine and amount of eugenol present in the formulation were determined by multiplying the concentration of dacarbazine (C d et ) and the concentration of eugenol (C e et ) with dilution factors.
Drug loading of the formulation with respect to both drugs was calculated by using the following formula:
Drug Loading (%) = (Amount of drug present in formulation/Total weight of the formulation × 100)
After determining the amount of drugs present in the liposomes, the entrapment efficiency of both drugs was calculated by the following formula:
Entrapment efficiency (%) = (Amount of drug entrapped/Total amount of drug used) × 100
In Vitro Drug Release
The in vitro release study of dual loaded surface-functionalized liposomes was carried out throughout 72 h, using the dialysis bag method [31] . Phosphate Buffer Saline (PBS) (pH 7.4): Propylene glycol (9:1) was used as a release medium because both the drugs were soluble in this media, while the lipid was insoluble. The dialysis membrane (MW cut off 8-10 kDa; Spectra/Por ® Spectrum Laboratories, Inc., Visalia, CA, USA) was activated before using as per the instructions given on the packaging. The liposomal suspension was centrifuged as described above. The supernatant was discarded, and pellets were dispersed in 10 mL of release media. This dispersion was put in a dialysis bag, and the bag was suspended in 200 mL of receiving phase i.e., PBS (pH 7.4): Propylene glycol (9:1), and placed into an incubator shaker maintained at 37 • C and 100 rpm. Aliquots each of 3 mL were withdrawn at various time points (up to 72 h). The same volume (3 mL) of the media was replaced after each sampling to maintain the sink condition during the study. The absorbance of samples withdrawn at different time points (and suitably diluted when needed), was measured at λ 1 (λ max of dacarbazine in release media, i.e., 331 nm) and λ 2 (λ max of eugenol in release media, i.e., 281.5 nm) against pure release media as blank. These absorbance values (A 1 and A 2 ) were put into Equations (3) and (4), which were generated by an absorptivity method developed in house using PBS: Propylene glycol (9:1) as a solvent.
After solving the above simultaneous equations, the amount of both the drugs (C d and C e ) present in the release media at different time points was calculated.
% Release at any point of time = (Amount of drug present in the release media/Total amount of drug present in formulation/dialysis bag) × 100
Stability Study
To check the stability of the final formulation, the liposomes were lyophilized and stored under refrigeration (4 • C) for four weeks. The particle size, PDI and drug content of the liposomes were determined at the end of every week by dispersing in PBS (7.4) to assess the storage stability of the liposomes. Stability of the liposomes was also assessed in cell culture media (Eagle's minimal essential medium (DMEM) + 10% FBS) for three days. 
Cell Line Studies
Growth medium used for cell lines was DMEM + 10% FBS. Growth conditions were 37 • C, 95% Humidity, 5% CO 2 . Sub-culturing was done once the cells were 80-90% confluent in the T-75 culture flask. Untreated cells with complete medium (10% FBS) served as our complete medium control, cells with sera free medium (SFM) served as an SFM control, and the cells treated with Paclitaxel/Doxorubicin served as the Positive control.
MTT Assay
The MTT assay was first performed on the SK-MEL-28 melanoma cell line using the previously reported method [31] . The four samples tested were blank liposomes (BL), Dacarbazine solution (DS), Dacarbazine Liposomes (DL), and Dacarbazine + Eugenol Liposomes (DEL). To perform the assay on above-said test samples, cells were plated at a density of 0.5 million/well in 6-well culture plates, and were incubated for 24 h in a CO 2 incubator. 20 µL of 5 mg/mL of MTT 3-(4,5-dimethythiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyl tetrazolium bromide solution was added to all the wells, followed by additional incubation for three h at 37 • C. The supernatant was aspirated, and 150 µL of dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) was added to each well to dissolve the formazan crystals. The absorbance of each well was then read at 540 nm using a Synergy HT micro plate-reader.
The percentage cytotoxicity corresponding to each treatment was calculated using the following formula:
where X = Absorbance of wells corresponding to treated cells; R = Absorbance of untreated cells (cells maintained in DMEM + 10% FBS). Furthermore, in addition to the above said formulations, the cytotoxicity of final coated Dacarbazine + Eugenol Liposomes (DELC) was assessed in B16F10 melanoma cells using the same procedure as described.
Apoptosis Assay
Apoptosis profile of the SK-MEL-28 cells treated with formulations was studied by flow cytometry using Annexin V. Growth medium and growth conditions were kept the same as before. Cells were plated at a density of 0.5 million/well in 6-well culture plates, and were incubated for 24 h in a CO 2 incubator. Cells were sera starved in DMEM + 0%FBS for four hours, and were then treated with test samples (DS, DL, DEL, Coated Dacarbazine Liposomes (DLC), and DELC) for 24 h. After 24 h, cells were processed for Annexin V assay as follows: Cells were harvested very gently by trypsinization and centrifuged at 300 g for 5-7 min. The cell pellet was resuspended in 200-300 µL of Phosphate Buffer Saline (PBS). 100 µL of cell suspension was transferred into pre-labeled tubes for staining. 100 µL of Nexin reagent (Annexin V/7-AAD, Guava technologies, Merck millipore, Danvers, MA, USA) was added to each tube and mixed gently. Samples were incubated for 20 min at room temperature in the dark. Samples were then acquired on a flow cytometer (Guava Technologies, Hayward, California, USA).
Migration Assay
Cell migration analysis was done by the wound healing method on Ea.Hy293 cells. EA.hy926 cells were counted using a hemocytometer and plated in 12-well plates at the density of 0.2 × 10 6 cells/well in medium + 10% FBS. The cells were incubated overnight in the CO 2 incubator to allow cell recovery and exponential growth. Following overnight incubation, these cells were sera starved (DMEM + 0%FBS) for six h. After six h, the cells were washed with PBS, and a small linear scratch (representative wound) was created in the confluent monolayer (middle of the well) by gently scraping with sterile 200 µL micropipette tip. Photomicrographs of the scratch were taken at 0 h (Initial time point). Cells were rinsed with serum-free DMEM and grouped for treatment with test samples (DS, DL, DEL, DLC, DELC). Photomicrographs of the scratch were taken at 0 h, 24 h, 48 h, and 72 h.
The photomicrographs obtained were analyzed for quantitative assessment of the area of wound closure using ImageJ tool software. Percentage migration with respect to untreated cells at different time points was calculated using the following formula:
The extent of inhibition in cell migration with respect to untreated cells at different time points was calculated using the following formula: % Inhibition = 100% − % Migration of Untreated sample 2.9.4. Proliferation Assay A proliferation assay also was performed on EA.hy926 cells. After sub culturing, the cells were counted using the hemocytometer and plated in 96 well plates at the density of 1 × 10 5 cells/well/180 µL of the growth medium with 10% FBS. After 24 h of incubation in a CO 2 incubator, these cells were sera starved by replacing the medium with 0% FBS. The cells were incubated for 24 h. After 24 h, they were separately treated with 5 test items (DS, DL, DEL, DLC, DELC) at different concentrations in medium +10% FBS. After three days of incubation, the effect of test formulations on cell proliferation was determined by calculating the % viability of cells using MTT assay. Serum-free media control cells were assessed with respect to complete medium control cells.
Statistical Analysis
All the experiments were performed in triplicate. Excel™ program 2010 (Microsoft™, 36 Redmond, WA, USA) was used to calculate the mean ± standard deviation of the obtained data. Data are presented as the mean ± standard deviation (SD). All statistical analyses were carried out with Statistica 13 (TIBCO Software Inc., Palo Alto, CA, USA), using one-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) and Tukey's HSD as the posthoc test. All differences were considered significant at p < 0.05.
Results and Discussion

Synthesis
As mentioned earlier, the liposomes were synthesized by solvent injection method. As per the experiments conducted by [32] , this solvent injection method produces smaller-sized liposomes with comparatively higher encapsulation efficiencies of the entrapped drug. Lasic [33] had explained the bilayer planar fragments (BPFs) theory for the mechanism of formation of liposomes by the ethanol injection method. According to this theory, the lipids which are dissolved in ethanol precipitate at the phase boundary of water and ethanol (organic solvent), resulting in the formation of BPFs. When the organic solvent is completely diffused in the external aqueous phase, vesicle formation takes place consequent to self-assembly of BPFs.
Optimization Using QbD
The formulation was optimized by following the QbD approach. QbD is a more economical and time effective method, and thus has replaced the hit and trial method for formulation optimization [27] . DOE (Design of Experiment) is an integral part of the QbD approach, which involves the use of the software to generate "structured" data tables. The software enables us to obtain a graphical interpretation of the results and effect of each parameter on the critical quality attributes (CQAs) of the formulation. Central composite design (CCD) was chosen because it generates better factorial design. Also, CCD can be used for working on factors as small as two in number.
First Level
At the first level, only ardacarbazine-loaded liposomes were prepared and optimized in order to find out the optimum value of lipid concentration and water:ethanol ratio. CQAs selected were the size of the liposomes and the entrapment efficiency of the drug as both these are crucial parameters significantly influencing the performance of the formulation.
After putting minimum and maximum values of the independent variables into the CCD statistical experimental design, the software suggested 20 runs with five center points. These 20 formulations were prepared, analyzed, and the obtained values of dependent variables for each run were put into the table (Table 4) . Software-generated polynomial equations, which could predict the effect of individual factors (independent variables), as well as combinations of factors on the responses (dependent variables). Response Analysis for Optimization
Size of any nanoformulation is a crucial parameter, as it has major impacts on the performance, targeting ability and fate of the formulation in the body. Also, since finally, two drugs were to be loaded in the liposomes, and then coating was also to be done; the size of the liposomes had to be maintained at the minimum from the beginning. On fitting the resulted response data to various models, it was found that the data were best explained by the quadratic model. Summarized in Table 5 , the Model F-value of 57.79 implies that the model is significant, indicating a considerably significant effect on dependent variables. P-values less than 0.0500 indicate that model terms are significant. The Lack of Fit F-value of 1.36 implies that the Lack of Fit is not significant relative to the pure error. Non-significant lack of fit is favorable. Value of Correlation Coefficient (R 2 ) of 0.9811 suggested a good fit of the model as it approaches 1. Also, the Predicted R 2 of 0.9380 and the adjusted R 2 of 0.9642 are in reasonable agreement, i.e., the difference is less than 0.2.
Equation (5) This equation in terms of coded factors can be used to make predictions about the response for given levels of each factor. The coded equation is useful for identifying the relative impact of the factors by comparing the factor coefficients. The mean size ranged from 65 nm to 113.56 nm. The values of the coefficients of A, B, and C in the equation above suggest that the size of the liposomes is most influenced by the lipid concentration, followed by its water:ethanol ratio, and least affected by the drug concentration. The linear terms of lipid concentration and drug concentration have a positive effect on size, whereas the linear term of the water:ethanol ratio has a negative effect. Thus, the size of the liposomes increases with an increase in lipid concentration and drug concentration, and decreases with any increase in its water:ethanol ratio. This equation in terms of coded factors can be used to make predictions about the response for given levels of each factor. The coded equation is useful for identifying the relative impact of the factors by comparing the factor coefficients.
The mean size ranged from 65 nm to 113.56 nm. The values of the coefficients of A, B, and C in the equation above suggest that the size of the liposomes is most influenced by the lipid concentration, followed by its water:ethanol ratio, and least affected by the drug concentration. The linear terms of lipid concentration and drug concentration have a positive effect on size, whereas the linear term of the water:ethanol ratio has a negative effect. Thus, the size of the liposomes increases with an increase in lipid concentration and drug concentration, and decreases with any increase in its water:ethanol ratio. The entrapment efficiency of the drug should be constrained at maximum to make formulation and the whole process more cost-effective. On fitting the response data to various models, the data The entrapment efficiency of the drug should be constrained at maximum to make formulation and the whole process more cost-effective. On fitting the response data to various models, the data The entrapment efficiency of the drug should be constrained at maximum to make formulation and the whole process more cost-effective. On fitting the response data to various models, the data was best explained by the quadratic model ( Table 5) . Values of Model F-value, Lack of fit F-value and p-value are also favorable ( Table 5) . Equation (6) represents the effect of independent variables on the entrapment efficiency of dacarbazine liposomes.
Values of entrapment efficiency ranged from 11.14% to 31.67%. Same as size, the linear terms of lipid concentration and drug concentration have a positive effect on entrapment efficiency, whereas the linear term of this water:ethanol ratio has a negative effect. As evidenced by the values of the coefficients, the entrapment efficiency is most effected by the lipid concentration, followed by drug concentration and the water:ethanol ratio. As the lipid concentration increases, numerous and larger liposomes are formed, thus higher is the entrapment efficiency. Also, when the drug concentration is increased, more drug is entrapped in the liposomes.
On the other hand, a greater water:ethanol ratio leads to smaller liposomes, which results in lesser drug entrapment. 
Risk Assessment (First Level)
Risk assessment is employed to identify and establish the effect of materials and process variables on the final characteristics of the formulation. In the given case, the effect of lipid concentration, water:ethanol ratio and drug concentration was assessed on the size and entrapment efficiency of the liposomes. The linear curve of predicted versus actual response, and the symmetrical distribution pattern in residual versus predicted and residual versus run graph for particle size and entrapment efficiency of the drug, suggested that the model applied was fit, and the chances of missing other variables that might affect CQAs of the final liposomes were low (Figure 4a,b) .
Selection of Optimum Formulation
An optimum formulation of dacarbazine-loaded liposomes was identified through numerical optimization by setting the constraints on dependent variables, size (minimum), and entrapment efficiency (maximum). The software suggested 41 solutions, out of which the one with the highest desirability factor was selected. The selected formulation suggested 13.168 mg/mL of lipid concentration, five as water:ethanol ratio, and 3 mg/mL of drug concentration.
The predicted size of the optimized formulation was 69.093 nm, and the obtained size was 74.66 nm; the predicted entrapment efficiency of the optimized formulation was 25.436%, while the obtained entrapment efficiency was 24.19%. Therefore, it can be seen that the predicted and obtained values are near. Risk assessment is employed to identify and establish the effect of materials and process variables on the final characteristics of the formulation. In the given case, the effect of lipid concentration, water:ethanol ratio and drug concentration was assessed on the size and entrapment efficiency of the liposomes. The linear curve of predicted versus actual response, and the symmetrical distribution pattern in residual versus predicted and residual versus run graph for particle size and entrapment efficiency of the drug, suggested that the model applied was fit, and the chances of missing other variables that might affect CQAs of the final liposomes were low (Figure 4a 
The predicted size of the optimized formulation was 69.093 nm, and the obtained size was 74.66 nm; the predicted entrapment efficiency of the optimized formulation was 25.436%, while the obtained entrapment efficiency was 24.19%. Therefore, it can be seen that the predicted and obtained values are near.
Second Level
For the second level, the optimum values of lipid concentration (13.168 mg/mL) and water:ethanol ratio (5) were already known from the results of the first level. Here, the two independent variables' dacarbazine concentration and eugenol concentration were optimized. The dependent variables were the size and ratio of entrapped eugenol to entrapped dacarbazine. The size was constrained at a minimum. The r, the ratio of entrapped eugenol to entrapped dacarbazine, was constrained at maximum. It is because dacarbazine is a very potent anti-cancer drug, having a very low anti-cancer dose (2-4.5 mg/kg), while eugenol is an herbal agent with a high anti-cancer dose as compared to dacarbazine; researchers have introduced 100-125 mg/kg of eugenol in melanomabearing mice to observe anti-melanoma effects [34] . Therefore, since both the drugs are to be entrapped in the same formulation, the ratio of entrapped eugenol to entrapped dacarbazine should be as high as possible, so that maximum amount of eugenol is administered when the anti-cancer dose of dacarbazine is given to the animals (through liposomes).
When the minimum and maximum values of independent variables were put into the CCD statistical experimental design, the software suggested 13 runs with five center points. The 
For the second level, the optimum values of lipid concentration (13.168 mg/mL) and water:ethanol ratio (5) were already known from the results of the first level. Here, the two independent variables' dacarbazine concentration and eugenol concentration were optimized. The dependent variables were the size and ratio of entrapped eugenol to entrapped dacarbazine. The size was constrained at a minimum. The r, the ratio of entrapped eugenol to entrapped dacarbazine, was constrained at maximum. It is because dacarbazine is a very potent anti-cancer drug, having a very low anti-cancer dose (2-4.5 mg/kg), while eugenol is an herbal agent with a high anti-cancer dose as compared to dacarbazine; researchers have introduced 100-125 mg/kg of eugenol in melanoma-bearing mice to observe anti-melanoma effects [34] . Therefore, since both the drugs are to be entrapped in the same formulation, the ratio of entrapped eugenol to entrapped dacarbazine should be as high as possible, so that maximum amount of eugenol is administered when the anti-cancer dose of dacarbazine is given to the animals (through liposomes).
When the minimum and maximum values of independent variables were put into the CCD statistical experimental design, the software suggested 13 runs with five center points. The formulations were made, analyzed, and the values of the dependent variables were put into the table (Table 6 ). Same as the first level, polynomial equations were generated to predict the effect of individual factors and combinations of factors on dependent variables. Response Analysis for Optimization
On fitting the response values to various models, the data were best explained by the linear model ( Table 2) . Values of Model F-value, Lack of fit F-value and p-value were also favorable ( Table 2) . Equation (7) Response Analysis for Optimization
On fitting the response values to various models, the data were best explained by the linear model ( Table 2) . Values of Model F-value, Lack of fit F-value and p-value were also favorable ( Table  2) Equation (7) Eugenol:Dacarbazine was constrained at maximum. On fitting the response values to various models, the data was best explained with the quadratic model ( Table 2) . Values of Model F-value, Lack of fit F-value and p-value were also favorable ( Table 2) .
Equation (8) 
Values of the ratio of entrapped eugenol to entrapped dacarbazine range between 1.5 and 3.24. As suggested by the equation, the linear term of dacarbazine concentration has a negative effect, and the linear term of eugenol concentration has a positive effect on entrapped eugenol:dacarbazine; while dacarbazine concentration has a more pronounced effect. Eugenol:Dacarbazine was constrained at maximum. On fitting the response values to various models, the data was best explained with the quadratic model ( Table 2) . Values of Model F-value, Lack of fit F-value and p-value were also favorable ( Table 2) .
Values of the ratio of entrapped eugenol to entrapped dacarbazine range between 1.5 and 3.24. As suggested by the equation, the linear term of dacarbazine concentration has a negative effect, and the linear term of eugenol concentration has a positive effect on entrapped eugenol:dacarbazine; while dacarbazine concentration has a more pronounced effect. 
Risk Assessment (Second Level)
In the second level of QbD, the effect of dacarbazine concentration and eugenol concentration was assessed on the size and entrapment efficiency of the liposomes. The linear curve of predicted versus actual response, and symmetrical distribution pattern in residual versus predicted, and residual versus run graph for particle size and eugenol:dacarbazine, suggested that the model applied was fit, and the chances of missing other variables that might affect CQAs of the final liposomes were low (Figure 7a,b) .
Selection of Optimum Formulation
Optimum formulation of dual-loaded liposomes was identified through a numerical optimization by setting the constraints on dependent variables, size (minimum), and eugenol:dacarbazine (maximum). The software suggested 15 solutions, out of which the one with the highest desirability factor was selected. The selected formulation suggested 1 mg/mL of dacarbazine concentration, and 6.882 mg/mL of eugenol concentration. The predicted size of the DEL synthesized by the suggested formula was 120.889 nm, and the size obtained was 124.0 nm. The predicted eugenol:dacarbazine value was 2.873, while it was practically observed to be 2.906. So, the predicted and obtained values were found to be in agreement. Risk Assessment (Second level)
(a) 
Optimum formulation of dual-loaded liposomes was identified through a numerical optimization by setting the constraints on dependent variables, size (minimum), and eugenol:dacarbazine (maximum). The software suggested 15 solutions, out of which the one with the highest desirability factor was selected. The selected formulation suggested 1 mg/mL of dacarbazine concentration, and 6.882 mg/mL of eugenol concentration. The predicted size of the DEL synthesized by the suggested formula was 120.889 nm, and the size obtained was 124.0 nm. The predicted eugenol:dacarbazine value was 2.873, while it was practically observed to be 2.906. So, the predicted and obtained values were found to be in agreement.
Surface Functionalization of Optimized Formulation
Different concentrations of HA solution were used to coat the optimized cationic liposomes, and the size of the final coated liposomes was assessed in each case to determine the optimum concentration of HA solution to be used. With 0.005% solution, only a negligible increase in size was observed. When 0.01% HA solution was used, the size of the liposomes increased from 124.0 nm to 159.5 nm. With 0.05% and 0.1% HA solutions, the size increased to 235.7 nm and 364.1 nm, respectively. Since the increase in size was too large, these two concentrations were discarded. Increase in size with 0.005% HA solution was too less to indicate any significant coating. Hence, 0.01% concentration was selected as the optimum concentration of HA solution. The liposomes coated with 0.01% HA solution were later analyzed by TEM and SEM to visualize and confirm a significant coating of HA. 
Different concentrations of HA solution were used to coat the optimized cationic liposomes, and the size of the final coated liposomes was assessed in each case to determine the optimum concentration of HA solution to be used. With 0.005% solution, only a negligible increase in size was observed. When 0.01% HA solution was used, the size of the liposomes increased from 124.0 nm to 159.5 nm. With 0.05% and 0.1% HA solutions, the size increased to 235.7 nm and 364.1 nm, respectively. Since the increase in size was too large, these two concentrations were discarded. Increase in size with 0.005% HA solution was too less to indicate any significant coating. Hence, 0.01% concentration was selected as the optimum concentration of HA solution. The liposomes coated with 0.01% HA solution were later analyzed by TEM and SEM to visualize and confirm a significant coating of HA.
Particle Size, Size Distribution
Blank liposomes had a size of 54.00 ± 1.73 nm, which increased to 74.66 ± 2.71 nm when dacarbazine was loaded. When both the drugs were loaded, the size further increased to 124.00 ± 4.26 nm. After surface functionalization of the optimized dual loaded liposomes, the size remarkably increased to 159.5 ± 3.62 nm. This is the reason that every effort was made from the beginning to achieve the minimum size at every step. PDI, which is a measure of the size distribution of the nanoparticles, was within a suitable range for all the formulations.
Zeta Potential
As the zeta potential is one of the major determinants of the stability of the nanoformulations, it too was determined. Zeta potential of BL was found to be −9.97 mV, which indicates a moderate stability of the liposomes. The zeta potential of DEL was found to be −8.70, which is nearly the same as that of the blank liposomes. Since both the drugs are entrapped inside the liposomes, the surface charge remains more or less unaltered.
After coating of liposomes with HA (DELC), the zeta potential was −12.8. Here, the negative charge is supposed to be due to the carboxylic groups of HA present on the surface of the liposomes. This increase in the negative charge of the liposomes indicates towards a successful coating of the liposomes with the electronegative HA. Figure 8 shows the TEM images of (a) BL, (b) DEL, and (c) DELC. As it can be seen in the images, the blank liposomes are hollow structures bounded by a thin lipid bilayer. However, the DEL have drug entrapped in the core, as well as in the lipid bilayer, which is evident by the thickening of the bilayer. In the image of the DELC, the surface of the liposomes is irregular which confirms the coating of liposomes by HA. 
Electron Microscopy
Drug Loading
The absorbance of the ethanolic solution of drugs-loaded liposomes was measured at λ1 et and λ2 et , and substituted into Equations (1) and (2) which were then solved to find out the values of Cd et and Ce et . After multiplying these values with the dilution factor, the concentration of dacarbazine was found to be 4.374 mg, and the concentration of eugenol was found to be 12.714 mg in the liposomes. Calculating the percentages, the Dacarbazine loading was found to be 15.272%, and Eugenol loading 
The absorbance of the ethanolic solution of drugs-loaded liposomes was measured at λ 1 et and λ 2 et , and substituted into Equations (1) and (2) which were then solved to find out the values of C d et and C e et . After multiplying these values with the dilution factor, the concentration of dacarbazine was found to be 4.374 mg, and the concentration of eugenol was found to be 12.714 mg in the liposomes. Calculating the percentages, the Dacarbazine loading was found to be 15.272%, and Eugenol loading was found to be 44.392%.
Entrapment Efficiency
Since the amount of dacarbazine initially added was 25 mg (1 mg/mL in 25 mL water), and the amount entrapped was 4.374 mg, the entrapment efficiency of dacarbazine was 17.49%.
The amount of Eugenol initially added was 34.41 mg (6.882 mg/mL in 5 mL ethanol), and the amount entrapped was 12.714 mg, so the entrapment efficiency of eugenol was 36.94%.
Drug Release
Absorbance (A 1 and A 2 ) of aliquots of release media withdrawn at different time points were measured at λ 1 and λ 2 against pure release media as blank. The amount of drugs present (cumulative amount of drugs released) in the release media at different time intervals was calculated by putting these absorbance values in Equations (3) and (4). Release rates of drugs were determined for both uncoated (DEL) and HA-coated (DELC) liposomes. Plots were made between the time interval and cumulative percent of drug released from DEL ( Figure 10 ) and DELC ( Figure 11 ). As can be seen from the plots, the release of drugs was more sustained from DELC, indicating the role of HA-coating in slowing down the release of drugs. From DEL, in 12 h, 63.6 ± 2.04% of dacarbazine and 77.36 ± 2.74% of eugenol was released, while from DELC, only 44.24 ± 2.55% of dacarbazine and 68.62 ± 3.20% of eugenol was released in 12 h. In 24 h, the cumulative released amount was found to be 78.46 ± 4.7% of dacarbazine and 89.21 ± 3.64% of eugenol from DEL, and 61.78 ± 3.74% of dacarbazine and 81.73 ± 2.10% of eugenol from DELC. 98.36 ± 1.21% dacarbazine and 99.73 ± 0.18% eugenol were released in a span of 72 h from DEL. 84.67 ± 2.64% dacarbazine and 97.1 ± 1.78% eugenol were released from DELC in 72 h. Thus, the release of both of the drugs from DEL and DELC was found to be sustained, but DELC showed more sustained drugs release, owing to HA-coating on the surface. 
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Absorbance (A1 and A2) of aliquots of release media withdrawn at different time points were measured at λ1 and λ2 against pure release media as blank. The amount of drugs present (cumulative amount of drugs released) in the release media at different time intervals was calculated by putting these absorbance values in Equations (3) and (4). Release rates of drugs were determined for both uncoated (DEL) and HA-coated (DELC) liposomes. Plots were made between the time interval and cumulative percent of drug released from DEL ( Figure 10 ) and DELC ( Figure 11 ). As can be seen from the plots, the release of drugs was more sustained from DELC, indicating the role of HA-coating in slowing down the release of drugs. From DEL, in 12 h, 63.6 ± 2.04% of dacarbazine and 77.36 ± 2.74% of eugenol was released, while from DELC, only 44.24 ± 2.55% of dacarbazine and 68.62 ± 3.20% of eugenol was released in 12 h. In 24 h, the cumulative released amount was found to be 78.46 ± 4.7% of dacarbazine and 89.21 ± 3.64% of eugenol from DEL, and 61.78 ± 3.74% of dacarbazine and 81.73 ± 2.10% of eugenol from DELC. 98.36 ± 1.21% dacarbazine and 99.73 ± 0.18% eugenol were released in a span of 72 h from DEL. 84.67 ± 2.64% dacarbazine and 97.1 ± 1.78% eugenol were released from DELC in 72 h. Thus, the release of both of the drugs from DEL and DELC was found to be sustained, but DELC showed more sustained drugs release, owing to HA-coating on the surface. 
Stability Study
The size, PDI and drug content of lyophilized liposomal formulation were studied for four weeks, and results are summarized in Table 7 . Liposomes were found to be fairly stable as they did not show any remarkable increase in size or PDI; neither had they shown a significant reduction in their drug content. This implies that, in the lyophilized form and under suitable storage conditions, formulated liposomes were able to retain their size without any leakage or leeching of drugs.
To check the stability of liposomes in cell culture media (DMEM + 10% FBS), lyophilized liposomes were also dispersed in it, and the above mentioned parameters were measured for three days. Liposomes retained their stability in cell culture media also (Table 8 ). 
Cell Line Studies
MTT Assay
An MTT assay was performed to assess and compare the cytotoxic potential of the formulations. This test is based on the quantification of formazan dye which is produced after the metabolic cleavage of yellow tetrazolium salt MTT (3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyl tetrazolium bromide assay) by alive cells [31] . First, the cytotoxicity of DEL was compared with DS and DL in SK-MEL-28 cells. As it was known that eugenol inhibits survivin protein, thereby inducing apoptosis and inhibiting angiogenesis, SK-MEL-28 cells were chosen because they overexpress survivin protein [35] . The amounts of formulations were introduced according to the amount of dacarbazine they contained. The different concentrations of dacarbazine (in each formulation) tested on SK-MEL-28 cells were 0.5 µg/mL, 1 µg/mL, 5 µg/mL, 10 µg/mL, 12.5 µg/mL, and 16.25 µg/mL. Results of MTT assay in SK-MEL-28 cells are graphically represented in Figure 12 . DS produced cytotoxicity of only 
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The size, PDI and drug content of lyophilized liposomal formulation were studied for four weeks, and results are summarized in Table 7 . Liposomes were found to be fairly stable as they did not show any remarkable increase in size or PDI; neither had they shown a significant reduction in their drug content. This implies that, in the lyophilized form and under suitable storage conditions, formulated liposomes were able to retain their size without any leakage or leeching of drugs. To check the stability of liposomes in cell culture media (DMEM + 10% FBS), lyophilized liposomes were also dispersed in it, and the above mentioned parameters were measured for three days. Liposomes retained their stability in cell culture media also (Table 8) . An MTT assay was performed to assess and compare the cytotoxic potential of the formulations. This test is based on the quantification of formazan dye which is produced after the metabolic cleavage of yellow tetrazolium salt MTT (3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyl tetrazolium bromide assay) by alive cells [31] . First, the cytotoxicity of DEL was compared with DS and DL in SK-MEL-28 cells. As it was known that eugenol inhibits survivin protein, thereby inducing apoptosis and inhibiting angiogenesis, SK-MEL-28 cells were chosen because they overexpress survivin protein [35] . The amounts of formulations were introduced according to the amount of dacarbazine they contained. The different concentrations of dacarbazine (in each formulation) tested on SK-MEL-28 cells were 0.5 µg/mL, 1 µg/mL, 5 µg/mL, 10 µg/mL, 12.5 µg/mL, and 16.25 µg/mL. Results of MTT assay in SK-MEL-28 cells are graphically represented in Figure 12 . DS produced cytotoxicity of only 25.91 ± 1.060% at a concentration of 16.25 µg/mL, while DL at the same concentration of dacarbazine produced cytotoxicity of 35.89 ± 1.109%. In contrast to these, DEL produced cytotoxicity of 76.96 ± 0.351% (at the same concentration of dacarbazine), which was more than double the cytotoxicity of DL. This suggests that eugenol is quite capable of potentiating the effect of dacarbazine on melanoma cells. This also indicates that combining eugenol with dacarbazine may allow a significant reduction of dacarbazine dose during chemotherapy. Since dacarbazine is a cytotoxic drug, reduction in its dose implies a reduction in unwanted toxicity on normal body cells.
After SK-MEL-28 cells, B16F10 cells were employed to assess the therapeutic superiority of final formulation Dacarbazine + Eugenol Liposomes (DELC) over DS, DL, and DEL. B16F10 melanoma cells are also known to overexpress survivin and CD44 receptors [11, 36] . Here the concentrations (of dacarbazine) tested were 0.05 µg/mL, 0.1 µg/mL, 0.5 µg/mL, 1 µg/mL, 5 µg/mL, and 10 µg/mL. Lower concentrations were tested this time because more potent action was expected from DELC. The results are presented in Figure 13 . As can be observed, at a concentration of 0.05 µg/mL, DS produced cytotoxicity of 3.60 ± 0.055%, while DELC produced cytotoxicity of 35.72 ± 0.466%. At a concentration of 0.5 µg/mL, cytotoxicity of DS was only 10.20 ± 0.288%, whereas DELC produced 95.08 ± 0.310% cytotoxicity. Therefore, our final coated liposomes of Dacarbazine and Eugenol showed enhancement of more than 900% in cytotoxicity, as compared to that of Dacarbazine Solution at the same concentration of dacarbazine (0.5 µg/mL) in both the formulations. Therefore, this concept of combining dacarbazine with eugenol, and encapsulating both the drugs in surface-functionalized liposomes (for better targeting and increased uptake), is capable of enabling oncologists to decrease the dose of dacarbazine several times. This can be a breakthrough in the chemotherapy of melanoma, as this will lead to better therapeutic outcomes with a much lesser dose of the cytotoxic agent and hence much lesser side effects.
Cytotoxicity of blank liposomes was also assessed in both the cell lines to ascertain the safety of the carrier system (data not shown). The blank liposomes were found to be safe with no significant cytotoxicity. After SK-MEL-28 cells, B16F10 cells were employed to assess the therapeutic superiority of final formulation Dacarbazine + Eugenol Liposomes (DELC) over DS, DL, and DEL. B16F10 melanoma cells are also known to overexpress survivin and CD44 receptors [11, 36] . Here the concentrations (of dacarbazine) tested were 0.05 µg/mL, 0.1 µg/mL, 0.5 µg/mL, 1 µg/mL, 5 µg/mL, and 10 µg/mL. Lower concentrations were tested this time because more potent action was expected from DELC. The results are presented in Figure 13 . As can be observed, at a concentration of 0.05 µg/mL, DS produced cytotoxicity of 3.60 ± 0.055%, while DELC produced cytotoxicity of 35.72 ± 0.466%. At a concentration of 0.5 µg/mL, cytotoxicity of DS was only 10.20 ± 0.288%, whereas DELC produced 95.08 ± 0.310% cytotoxicity. Therefore, our final coated liposomes of Dacarbazine and Eugenol showed enhancement of more than 900% in cytotoxicity, as compared to that of Dacarbazine Solution at the same concentration of dacarbazine (0.5 µg/mL) in both the formulations. Therefore, this concept of combining dacarbazine with eugenol, and encapsulating both the drugs in surface-functionalized liposomes (for better targeting and increased uptake), is capable of enabling oncologists to decrease the dose of dacarbazine several times. This can be a breakthrough in the chemotherapy of melanoma, as this will lead to better therapeutic outcomes with a much lesser dose of the cytotoxic agent and hence much lesser side effects. 
Apoptosis Assay
Apoptosis caused by the formulations can be measured through a Phosphatidylserine (PS) assay. PS is normally located on the cytoplasmic face of the plasma membrane. During apoptosis, PS translocates to the outer leaflet of the plasma membrane, and can be detected by flow cytometry and cell imaging through binding to fluorochrome-labeled Annexin V when calcium is present [37] . An apoptosis assay was performed on SK-MEL-28 cells using an Annexin V kit. The concentration of dacarbazine in all the formulations was ten µg/mL. In DS treated cells, the percentage of viable, early apoptotic, late apoptotic and necrotic cells were 78.2 ± 0.1, 6.66 ± 0.115%, 8.43 ± 0.057% and 6.66 ± 0.057% respectively. In the cells treated with DL, the percentage of early apoptotic, late apoptotic and necrotic cells were 17.2 ± 0.1%, 23.2 ± 0.1% and 5.3 ± 0.2% respectively, while viable cells were 54.53 ± 0.057%. The viability of cells decreased to 38.3 ± 0.1% when treated with DEL. Early apoptotic, late apoptotic and necrotic cells in the DEL-treated group were at 6.36 ± 0.057%, 39.23 ± 0.057% and 16.1 ± 0%. While the performance of DLC was slightly inferior to DEL, it performed much better than DL.
This can be owed to better uptake of liposomes by melanoma cells due to HA coating, and thus indicates towards the importance of surface functionalization. Furthermore, DELC caused maximum late apoptosis (45.16 ± 0.057%) and necrosis (19.0 ± 0.1%) out of all the formulations because of a better uptake of the liposomes which contained both dacarbazine and eugenol. So what can be concluded here is that the number of early apoptotic cells decreased (in addition to viability), while there was a significant increase in the number of late apoptotic and necrotic cells after the inclusion of Eugenol into the liposomes. Shibuya et al. had reported that Dacarbazine induced only apoptosis and no necrosis up to the concentration of 40 µg/mL [38] . In our study, also, Dacarbazine did not induce necrosis, as is evident by the fact that there is no significant difference in the number of necrotic cells in untreated, and DS-and DL-treated groups. However, there was a significant increase in the fraction of necrotic cells after coating of the liposomes, which implies that coating resulted in a higher concentration of dacarbazine reaching the cells. The increase was even higher after the inclusion of Eugenol. Results are represented in Figures 14 and 15 .
Dacarbazine, which is an alkylating chemotherapeutic agent, mainly kills cancer cells by inducing apoptosis and necrosis [39] . However, its effects are not observed to a significant level of its potential, because of the anti-apoptotic ability of the cancer cells, which is imparted to them by survivin. Here, eugenol downregulated the survivin to inhibit the anti-apoptotic ability of melanoma cells. In the absence of survivin, dacarbazine released from the liposomes could exert its apoptotic and necrotic effects more efficiently. Cytotoxicity of blank liposomes was also assessed in both the cell lines to ascertain the safety of the carrier system (data not shown). The blank liposomes were found to be safe with no significant cytotoxicity.
This can be owed to better uptake of liposomes by melanoma cells due to HA coating, and thus indicates towards the importance of surface functionalization. Furthermore, DELC caused maximum late apoptosis (45.16 ± 0.057%) and necrosis (19.0 ± 0.1%) out of all the formulations because of a better uptake of the liposomes which contained both dacarbazine and eugenol. So what can be concluded here is that the number of early apoptotic cells decreased (in addition to viability), while there was a significant increase in the number of late apoptotic and necrotic cells after the inclusion of Eugenol into the liposomes. Shibuya et al. had reported that Dacarbazine induced only apoptosis and no necrosis up to the concentration of 40 µg/mL [38] . In our study, also, Dacarbazine did not induce necrosis, as is evident by the fact that there is no significant difference in the number of necrotic cells in untreated, and DS-and DL-treated groups. However, there was a significant increase in the fraction of necrotic cells after coating of the liposomes, which implies that coating resulted in a higher concentration of dacarbazine reaching the cells. The increase was even higher after the inclusion of Eugenol. Results are represented in Figures 14 and 15. Dacarbazine, which is an alkylating chemotherapeutic agent, mainly kills cancer cells by inducing apoptosis and necrosis [39] . However, its effects are not observed to a significant level of its potential, because of the anti-apoptotic ability of the cancer cells, which is imparted to them by survivin. Here, eugenol downregulated the survivin to inhibit the anti-apoptotic ability of melanoma cells. In the absence of survivin, dacarbazine released from the liposomes could exert its apoptotic and necrotic effects more efficiently. 
Migration Assay
Cell migration plays an important part in the invasion and metastasis of tumor to distant sites. Metastasis is a major complication of cancer, and is particularly more common in case of melanoma [40, 41] . Melanoma, once metastasized, is almost always fatal [42] . Vascular endothelial cells play significant roles in many physiologically and pathologically important processes, and thus are commonly used to describe mechanisms of inflammation, angiogenesis, tumor growth, migration, and metastasis. EA.hy926 cell line, which is derived as the hybrid of primary human umbilical vein cells (HUVECs) and the continuous human lung carcinoma cell line A549, is presently the best characterized macro-vascular endothelial cell line [43] . Figures 15 and 16 present the results of the migration study performed on EA.hy926 cells. The values of '% inhibition of migration' are calculated concerning untreated, i.e., the migration of untreated cells is assumed to be 100% (inhibition is 0%), Dacarbazine, which is an alkylating chemotherapeutic agent, mainly kills cancer cells by inducing apoptosis and necrosis [39] . However, its effects are not observed to a significant level of its potential, because of the anti-apoptotic ability of the cancer cells, which is imparted to them by survivin. Here, eugenol downregulated the survivin to inhibit the anti-apoptotic ability of melanoma cells. In the absence of survivin, dacarbazine released from the liposomes could exert its apoptotic and necrotic effects more efficiently.
Cell migration plays an important part in the invasion and metastasis of tumor to distant sites. Metastasis is a major complication of cancer, and is particularly more common in case of melanoma [40, 41] . Melanoma, once metastasized, is almost always fatal [42] . Vascular endothelial cells play significant roles in many physiologically and pathologically important processes, and thus are commonly used to describe mechanisms of inflammation, angiogenesis, tumor growth, migration, and metastasis. EA.hy926 cell line, which is derived as the hybrid of primary human umbilical vein cells (HUVECs) and the continuous human lung carcinoma cell line A549, is presently the best characterized macro-vascular endothelial cell line [43] . Figures 15 and 16 present the results of the migration study performed on EA.hy926 cells. The values of '% inhibition of migration' are calculated concerning untreated, i.e., the migration of untreated cells is assumed to be 100% (inhibition is 0%), and all other values are relative to the migration of the untreated cells. The concentrations of DS, DL and DEL tested were 0.1 µg/mL and 1 µg/mL, while concentrations of DLC and DELC tested were 0.01 µg/mL (data not shown), and 0.1 µg/mL. It should be noted here that DELC gave similar results as DEL at a concentration one-tenth of it. This indicates that surface coating has improved the performance of the formulation by around ten times. Also, the inhibition continuously increased for 72 h, which implies most sustained action out of all the formulations. It is because of the presence of both; the eugenol and the HA coating.
One interesting point to be noted here is that DLC has performed better than DEL (comparing results of 0.1 µg/mL). This unexpected behavior can be attributed to the fact that EA.hy926 cells overexpress CD44 on the cell surface [44] , and HA reportedly binds to EA.hy926 cells [45] . This must have resulted in better uptake of DLC as compared to DEL, which does not have HA coating to bind to CD44 receptors. 
Proliferation Assay
Cell proliferation is the rapid increase in the number and amount of cells. Cytotoxic anti-cancer drugs kill cells that have a high basal level of proliferation and regeneration [46] . Thus, it is important to assess the effect of eugenol in the enhancement of proliferation when added to dacarbazine. It is usually more effective to test the antiangiogenic potential of pharmaceutical formulations on cells which have a substantial rate of proliferation [47] , and so EA.hy926 cells were employed for the proliferation assay also. The results are graphically represented in Figure 17 , where % viability of cells after treatment with different formulations is denoted. Concentrations tested were 0.01 µg/mL, 0.1 µg/mL, 0.5 µg/mL, 1 µg/mL, 2.5 µg/mL, 5 µg/mL, and 10 µg/mL. DS at dacarbazine concentration of 10 µg/mL reduced the viability of cells to 77.31 ± 0.47, while DL reduced it to 58.83 ± 0.610%. When eugenol was co-loaded with dacarbazine in the liposomes (DEL), the cell viability decreased to 34.46 ± 0.643% at ten µg/mL. The viability of cells treated with DLC (10 µg/mL) was 27.08 ± 0.605%, which was a little less than DEL because of the same reason as stated above. Most interestingly, the coated liposomes of Dacarbazine and Eugenol (DELC) left only 6.14 ± 0.618% cells viable. The antiproliferative performance of DELC was much more significant than DS, which is the conventional way of how the dacarbazine is administered. At one µg/mL, DS showed an inhibition of 44.13 ± 0.152% at 24 h, which was quite significant, but inhibition drastically decreased to only 7.43 ± 0.057% and 4.3 ± 0.1% at 48 h and 72 h respectively. In the case of DL (1 µg/mL), inhibition was 55.66 ± 0.115%, 45.43 ± 0.152% and 37.73 ± 0.057% at 24 h, 48 h and 72 h, respectively. This indicates towards the somewhat sustained release of dacarbazine from DL, as the decrease in performance was not as steep as DS. In the DEL (1 µg/mL) treated group, there was a remarkable migration inhibition of 116.96 ± 0.057%, 144.43 ± 0.115% and 139.13 ± 0.152% at three different time points. Here comes the role of eugenol, which has contributed significantly in inhibiting the migrating ability of the cells. As we can see, the % inhibition has increased from 24 h to 48 h, and then only slightly decreased at 72 h, this indicates towards the more sustained release of the drugs. In the DLC (0.1 µg/mL) treated group, inhibition was 93.13 ± 0.115%, 88.03 ± 0.57% and 76.7 ± 0.1%. Here, the action was sustained for 72 h, but not as much as in the case of DEL (inhibition has decreased rather than increasing). This shows that Eugenol plays a more significant role (than HA coating) in sustaining the release of dacarbazine. Inhibition in the cells treated with our final formulation DELC (0.1 µg/mL) was the highest; 116.86 ± 0.057%, 118.26 ± 0.115%, and 133.53 ± 0.0115%.
It should be noted here that DELC gave similar results as DEL at a concentration one-tenth of it. This indicates that surface coating has improved the performance of the formulation by around ten times. Also, the inhibition continuously increased for 72 h, which implies most sustained action out of all the formulations. It is because of the presence of both; the eugenol and the HA coating.
One interesting point to be noted here is that DLC has performed better than DEL (comparing results of 0.1 µg/mL). This unexpected behavior can be attributed to the fact that EA.hy926 cells overexpress CD44 on the cell surface [44] , and HA reportedly binds to EA.hy926 cells [45] . This must have resulted in better uptake of DLC as compared to DEL, which does not have HA coating to bind to CD44 receptors.
Cell proliferation is the rapid increase in the number and amount of cells. Cytotoxic anti-cancer drugs kill cells that have a high basal level of proliferation and regeneration [46] . Thus, it is important to assess the effect of eugenol in the enhancement of proliferation when added to dacarbazine. It is usually more effective to test the antiangiogenic potential of pharmaceutical formulations on cells which have a substantial rate of proliferation [47] , and so EA.hy926 cells were employed for the proliferation assay also. The results are graphically represented in Figure 17 , where % viability of cells after treatment with different formulations is denoted. Concentrations tested were 0.01 µg/mL, 0.1 µg/mL, 0.5 µg/mL, 1 µg/mL, 2.5 µg/mL, 5 µg/mL, and 10 µg/mL. DS at dacarbazine concentration of 10 µg/mL reduced the viability of cells to 77.31 ± 0.47, while DL reduced it to 58.83 ± 0.610%. When eugenol was co-loaded with dacarbazine in the liposomes (DEL), the cell viability decreased to 34.46 ± 0.643% at ten µg/mL. The viability of cells treated with DLC (10 µg/mL) was 27.08 ± 0.605%, which was a little less than DEL because of the same reason as stated above. Most interestingly, the coated liposomes of Dacarbazine and Eugenol (DELC) left only 6.14 ± 0.618% cells viable. The anti-proliferative performance of DELC was much more significant than DS, which is the conventional way of how the dacarbazine is administered. 
Conclusions
Keeping the highly resistant and aggressive nature of melanoma in mind, dacarbazine-and eugenol-loaded liposomes were successfully developed for a combinatorial approach against melanoma. The QbD approach enabled us to synthesize the said anti-melanoma formulation with optimum parameters in the most logical manner. Applying this QbD approach at two levels further 
Keeping the highly resistant and aggressive nature of melanoma in mind, dacarbazine-and eugenol-loaded liposomes were successfully developed for a combinatorial approach against melanoma. The QbD approach enabled us to synthesize the said anti-melanoma formulation with optimum parameters in the most logical manner. Applying this QbD approach at two levels further made the process easier to reproduce, and more cost-effective. Surface functionalization of the formulation made the entire therapy more targeted to spare normal body cells from unwanted toxicity. In-vitro characterization of the nanoliposomes ascertained the utility of the QbD application. This work is a good example and illustration of the successful application and value of the quality by design approach in the development of effective pharmaceutical nanoformulations.
The performance of the formulation as an anti-melanoma agent was assessed by cell line studies. Combining eugenol with dacarbazine resulted in much higher anti-melanoma activity of the formulation. This enhancement is supposed to be due to the inhibition of the anti-apoptotic protein surviving, which is overexpressed in the melanoma cells, and makes them resistant towards apoptosis. Including Eugenol resulted in a downregulation of survivin protein, consequent to which, dacarbazine could perform its function to its maximum potential. This resulted in significantly higher cytotoxicity, increased apoptosis, and much decreased migration and proliferation of the cancer cells. Thus, the combination of dacarbazine and eugenol holds the promise of overcoming the resistance of melanoma cells and any challenges of anti-melanoma therapies. In addition to increased apoptosis and cytotoxicity, this combination also promises to inhibit the metastatic potential of the melanoma.
Since this study has strongly indicated that survivin is inhibited in the presence of eugenol, the result of which is that dacarbazine could perform better, this opens up the scope of analyzing the survivin expression of the melanoma cells before and after treatment. Also, the efficacy of this novel approach can be tested in the in-vivo model to ascertain its applicability. Therefore, survivin expression studies and in-vivo studies can be future prospects to support the importance of the above-mentioned results and inferences. 
